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PROF. ZOELLNER ON THE SUN'S TEMPERATURE 

AND PHYSICAL CONSTITUTION* 

A MONG the characteristic forms of the protuberances t the 
observation of which the spectroscope with widened slit has 

rendered possible at all times, is to be found a not inconsiderable 
number of such, whose appearance at once conveys the con
viction to every impartial observer that we have here to deal 
with vast eruptions of incandescent hydrogen masses. 

It is probably impossible, without quitting the range of known 
analogous occurrences and at the same time the conditions ex
planatory of cosmical phenomena, to assume any other cause of 
these emptions than the deference ef pressure of the issuing gas 
in the interior and ·on the surface of the sun. The possibility of 
such a difference of pressure presupposes, necessarily, the ex
istence of a separating layer between the inner and outer masses of 
hydrogen, the latter of which, as is known, form an essential 
constituent of the•sun's atmosphere. 

The assun\ption of the existence of such a separating layer is, 
at first sight of the above-mentioned protuberance phenomena, 
so cogent that it even forces itself as undeniable upon observers 
who, like Respighi, do not hold it to be improbable that electrical 
forces could be the cause of such eruptions. 

Keeping, however, to the more simple and therefore more 
natural assumption of a difference of pressure, we have to deal 
with a phenomenon which, on the application of the mechanical 
theory of heat and gases, is capable of yielding most important 
information as to the temperature and physical constitution of 
the sun. 

For perfect gases the mechanical theory infers from its pre
mises,-firstly, the law of Mariotte and Gay-Lnssac; secondly, 
the constancy of the relation of the specific heats at constant 
volmne and constant pressure. 

This constant, therefore, when determined according to known 
methods for a definite gas, must, from the point of view of the 
mechanical theory of gases, be considered, similarly to the 
atomic weight of a body, as invariable, and must on no account 
be placed in the category of other empirical constants, such as 
the conducting power of bodies for heat, or the co-efficient of 
expansion of solid and liquid bodies, &c. These constants only 
hold good within those limits within which" they are determined 
by observation, and lose their significance when employed far 
beyond those limits. 

Under this supposition I consider the eruptive protuberances as a 
phenomenon ef the tjjlux ef a grr.s from one spaee into another, the 
pressure in both spaces during the discha,ge being assumed constant, 
and neither a communication nor an abstraction ef heat as taking 
p/ace. 
Let A be the heat-equivalent of the unit of work, 

v the velocity of effiux of the gas in the plane of the opening, 
g the intensity of gravity on the sun, 
.x the relation of the specific h:eats of the gas at constant pres

sure and constant volume, 
r the specific heat of fue gas at constant volume referred to an 

equal weight of water, 
t; the absolute temperature of the gas in the inner space, 

from which the effiux takes place, 
ta the absolute temperature of the issuing gas in the plane of 

the discharge opening, 
Pi the pressure of the gas in the inner space, 
Pa the pressure in the plane _of the discharge opening. 

Then, according to the dynamical theory of heat, we have, under 
the assumptions which have been made, the following two rela
tions+ between these nine magnitudes :-. 

T. Zollner. Ueber die Tetn.feratur und Ph;1sisclie Besckaffenheit der 
Sonne. Berichte Kon, Sachs, GeseUschaft der Wissenschaften. Sitzung 
am 2 Juni, 1870. 

1 The forms of the protuberances may be divided into two characteristic 
groups-into the vapour- or cloud-like and int0 the eruptive formations. The 
preponderance of the one or the other type appears partly to be dependent 
on local conditions on the surface of the sun, partly on the time, so that at 
particular periods the one, at others the, other, type preponderates. The 
striking resemblance of the cloud-like formations to terrestrial clouds is 
readily explained, when it is considered that the forms of our clouds are <lue, 
not to the particles of water suspended in them; but essentially to the 
nature and manner in which the differently heated and agitated -masses 
of air are spread out. The particles of aqueous, vapour are, in terrestria1 
clouds, simply the material by means ef 'Which the above-mentioned d{ffer
ences between the masses of air are rendered evident to us. Tlie glow ef 
the incandescent masses cif hydrogen is the cause o/ the vislPiLity of tlte 
<.,/ouds ef the protuberances. 

t Zeuner, Grundzi.igc dcr mechanischen \V~irmetheorie. 2 Au'l 1S66, r 165. 

A:; = xc( t;-ta ) (1) 

t ( x-, t= J:)x" (2) 

Further, let -a1 be the mean height of the barometer in metres 
of mercury, 

p the density of the gas under consideration at the temper . 
ture of melting ice, and under the pressure a

1 
on th~ 

earth's surface, 
rr the density of the gas contained in the inner space under 

the pressure P;, and at the absolute temperature f. 

a the coefficient of expansion of the gas for 1° C. " 
Conformably to the law of Mariotte and Gay-Lussac we 

then have also the following relalion :- ' 

(]' _P_ 7: (3) 
a 1 a 

The pressure p1 !n the plane of the _discharge ?pening may, 
under the suppositions made, be considered as identical with 
the pressure which the atmosphere of the sun exercises at the 
niveau of the above-mentioned separating layer, i.e., at its 
base. 

Let, in this case, 
Pa be the pressure at the base of the atmosphere 
h a certain height above the base, ' 
Ph the pressure at this height, 
_t the absolute temperature in the atmosphere which in 

consequence of insufficient knowledge of the '1aw of tem
perature is assumed to be everywhere constant 

g the gravity of the sun at the base of the atmospi1ere 
r the radius of the separating layer, ' 
p1 the speci!ic gravity of mercury at the temperature of 

meltmg ice, 
g1 the intensity_ of gravity on the earth's surface, 
a1 the mean height of the barometer, 
p the density of the gas composing the atmosphere at the 

temperature of melting ice, and under the influence of the 
quantities g 1 and a1 ; 

we then obtain, by a known method of deduction, the following 
relation, 

log. nat. 6 = p;:i-h (4) 
Ph Pi!;1a1at (r + lz) 

In order to combine this with the three previous equations, a 
double assumption must be made : 

J:irst, that the essential constituent of the sun's atmosphere, 
which produces the pressure Pa, consists of the same gas as 
escapes from the interior of the sun during emptive pro
tuberances. 

Secondly, that the absolute temperature t of the atmosphere, 
may be considered as essentially agreeing with the absolute tem
peratur_e at the niveau of the _opening during the discharge. 

Havmg regard to the obJect of the present memoir, I con
sider the admissibility of the first assumption as sufficiently 
established by observations, since the discovery of the so-called 
chromosphere has given the proof that the whole surface of the 
sun is surrounded by an atmosphere of hydroo-en of very con-
siderable extent. " 

The correctness of the second assumption I infer from the 
luminosity ef the base ef all eruptive protuberances not differing to 
any extent from that efthe chromosphere. \Vhen it is considered 
that the constant mean temperature t in Formula (4), which, in 
consequence of the want of knowledge of the law governing the 
decrease of temperature, is substituted for the temperatures fall
ing with the ~eight h, evidently must correspond to a layer ne~r 
the base,* this temperature becomes at the same time approxi• 
mated to that belonging to the outer surface of the separating 
layer. . 

By virtue of the first assumption, the value p in Formula (4) 

* With regard to th_e inct;easin_g density of the layers of air towards t~e 
base, th~ temperature mtroduced:mto Formula (4) must, apart from the spec.al 
law for the decre.3:se of temperature, always agree with the temperature of a 

layer which lies deeper than -4'-- This difference, which, as a simple calcu

lation shows, is in general q. very considerable one seems to me to be 
entirely disregarded in · the barometrical estimation or' heights, in which, as 
i5 know~, the mean temperature of the two stations is made .use of, and to 
give a. s1mple explaaation of certain periodical phenomena which have latel'y 
been urged. 
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becomes identical with the analogous one in (3), and, in conse
quence, of the second 

(z.) 

f = fa 

The theoretical foundations and essential assumptions ne
cessary for the treatment of the phenomena in question on the sun's 
s.urface having been explained, a_ reconstruction '.'-nd ~implification 
of the above equations, more smtable to the obJP-Ct m hand, may 
well follow, 

If H denote the height to which a body with the initial velocity 
v on the sun's surface is hurled up in a vertkal direction, then, 
taking the diminution of gravity into account, we have: 

v• = zgH_r __ 
r+H 

or, 
rH 

Zff r+H 
2 

This value substituted for }I__ in Equation (1) gives: 
zg 

t- = rHA + ta; 
' xc (r+H) 

or ta'·ing ,.HA = a, and, according to our assumption, 
xc (r+A) 

ta = t, we obtain the following for Equation (1): 

t.=a+t (r.) 
Further, let 

X - I 

X q 

.L b 
a 1 a 

_f[_ = m 
g1P1 

The Equations (2) (3) (4) become then converted into the following: 

(II.) 

(111.} 

, rh onz ____ _ 
p = phe (,· + !t)t 

(IV.) 

In addit'on there is obtained from these four eqnations by 
eEmination the following : 

b (a+t)qbm~ ,,. = _h__ ___ ,e (r + hjt 
a + f f I 

(v.) 

This equation, of course, expre_sses the density, ,r, of_the com
pressed mass of gas only as a funct10n o~ the three magmtudes Pb, 
h and/· if therefore under the assumptions made, three out of the 
f~ur vaiue; considet~d can be determined by observation, either 
positively or within certain degrees, the fo~rth can then be 
determined. And in fact, partly by spectrosco~1c, partly by othe1;, 
observations fixed extreme values can be obtamed for the magm
tudes,,. p ~nd h so that thus a limit fort, that is to scty, for the 
outer hyJ;ogen ~tmosp~ere _in th~ neighbou:hood of ~he in
candescent liquid separatmg layer, 1s also obtm_ned. This v~lue 
substituted in Equation (1) the value of H being known, gives 
then at once a value for the inner temperature ti, and from 
(III.) and (1v.) fixed values for P. and pa can be obtained with equal 
ease. 

(3.) 
numerical Now to proceed, howevc:r, to the discussion of 

values I will commence with Formula (1.) 
Th; lowest value which can be attached to 

We then obtain for the inner temperature 
t is evidently o. 
t, the minimum 

value: 
,-HA 

ti= a= xc(r+H) (5) 

Having regard to the extreme tenuity, and therefore slight re
-istance of the atmosphere even at a very moderate distance from 
;he sun,'s surface, the value of H may, for the sake of simplicity, be 
put as equal to the mean height of the_ eruptive prot1:beran~es. 
A mol'e detailed discussion of the cond1tiorrs under wluch this 1s 
illowable will be given later. 

Protuberance" three minutes high are not of very rare occur 
rence; to keep, however, as close as possible within the limit 
of an estimation of mean value, I will assume H to be only I· 
minutes. 

Adopting the metre and centigrade degree as units,· I take the 
heat equivalent A us ,-{,. The product xc is, according to the 
latest researches of Regnault, for hydrogen 3 ·409. According to 
Dulong, the value of x for hydrogen is I ·41 I. 

The numerical value of r requires a somewhat more detailed 
discussion. It is, according to the preceding, the radius of the 
separating layer from which the protuberances break forth. 
There then arises the question, whether this value agrees with 
that of the sun's radius; that is, whether this separating layer 
coincides or not with the portion of the sun's luminous disc, which 
we have made use of for our measurements. 

The late researches of Frankland and Lockyer, St. Claire, 
Deville, and Wiillner have proved that the di,continuous spec
trum of hydrogen and other - gases can, by increase of pressure, 
be converted into a bright luminous and continuous spectrum, 
the bright lines of the discontinuous spectrum passing through a 
series of very characteristic changes, on the pressure being 
gradually nised, which principally, as for instance by the line 
H.B. consist in a widening out and increasing indefiniteness of 
outline. 

These changes permit within certain limits an estimation of the 
intensity of the pressure on the spot in question, and Frankland 
and ~ockyer have already hazarded such conclusions. They 
arrive at the result " that at the lower surface of the chromo
sphere the pressure is very far below the pressure of the earth's 
atmosphere." 

The researches of Wiillner, I believe, allow even the con· 
c\usion that t!te pressure at the base of the chromosphere, or at the 
outer edge of the sun's luminous disc, must lie between 50mm. and 
500mm. of a mercury barometer on the earth's suiface. 

According lo this, the presence of dark lines on a continuous 
ground in the sun's spectrum no longer compels the conclusion 
that this continuous spectrum is caused by the incandegcence of 
a solid or liquid body. The continuous spectrum can equally well 
be considered as produced by the incandescence of a strongly 
compre·ssed gas. 

Wtillner has, in fact, proved this for the sodium line; for in 
his account of the above-mentioned researches he remarks :-

" At a pressure of 1230mm. the maximum at Ha recedes 
still further; the whole spectrum is truly dazzling; the sodium 
lines appear as beautiful dark bands ;* cornjequently, the light of 
hydrogen gas is sufficiently intense to produce a Fraunhofer's 
line in a sodium atmosphere-a proof that the light of an incan• 
descent solid is not necessary." 

From this it follows that the radius of the visible portion of the 
sun's disc need not be considered as identical with that of the 
supposed separating layer, but that the latttr probably must be 
looked upon as situated beneath the layer where, through in
creased pressure, _ the spectrum of the hydrogen atmosphere 
becomes continuous. This view is strongly supported by a con
sideration of the phenomena of the sun's spots. 

Bowever different the views as to the nature of the sun's spots 
may be, almost all observers agree that the nuclei of the spots 
must lie deeper than the surrounding portion. t Partly from 
direct (De La Rue, Stewart, Loewy), partly from indirect (Faye) 
observations the depth is assumed to be about 8".t 

If, then, the nuclei of the sun's spots are considered as scoria
ceous products of a local cooling down on an incandescent liquid 
surface and the penumbra as clouds of condensation, which at a 
certain height crown the coasts of these slag islands, the simplest 
assumption is, that the (according to this theory) necessarily 
liquid surface is identical with the surface of the separating layer 
in question from which the protuberances break forth. The 
radius ,. of this surface therefore, the observed semi-diameter of 
the sun being expressed in seconds, would be approximately-

r = R - 8" 
r = 15152" 

* In consequence of the high temperature in the tubes, i:;odium volatilises 
out of the glass. At a pressure of 1000mm. the sodium lines are still 
luminous. 

t Spoerer says, however, "We consider the spots to be cloudlike forma
tions far above the luminous surface of the sun's body. The penumbra is. 
simply a collection of smaller spots, through the spaces between which the 
luminous surface is visible above which the spot is situated.,, (Comp. Pogg. 
Ann. lxxviii. 270.) 

t From calculation of Carrington'5 ohservations Faye finds this depth t 
be ·005 ·oog of the sun's radius. (Comp. Rend. lxi. 270.) 
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Accepting Hansen's determination of the mean parallax of the 
sun,. 8" ·915 we obtain 

r = 680,930,000 metres; 
consequently, 

8" 5,720,500 metres.· 
We. have accordingly, in order to get at a numerical estima

tion of the absolute minimum temperature in the space from 
which an eruption r·5 mi11utes high break, forth, to introduce 
the following values into Fon'nula (5) :-

r = 680,930,000 
H = 64,370,000 
A= -.h 
XC = 3·409 

It is then fonnd, 
. . f; = 49,690° 

If for Ha double so high a va:foe be taken, vtz., the by no 
means rarely observed height of eruption of three minutes, a 
minimum value 

is obtained. 
The question arises here, however, are we at all autrhorised 

to introduce the extr(me observed heights of protuberances at 
once into our formulae as· values of H, in which H denotes the 
height to which a body hurled up from tl1e surface of the sun 
would rise if there were no .resistance. If in fact, and it is con
clusively proved by observation, we are dealing with ascending 
masses of nascent. hydrogen, the as~ent can also take place 
according to the Archimedean principfe, sim'i1arly to the heated 
masses of air, which are thereby lighter than the surrounding 
portions, issuing from a chimney. It is however at once manifest 
that both causes of motion with regard to the time in which 
the masses reach a certain height are essentially different. \Vith
out entering mor!' specially into this circumstance, it is clear 
that the time which, in virtue of the Archimedean principle, a 
protuberance requires to reach a certain height H, must under 
all circumstances be greater than the time expended by a body 
thrown up with a certain. initial velocity, and without resistance 
to the same height .H. 

Consequently, a possibly correct observation of the time 
which an ascending protuberance requires to attain a certain 
height may serve as a criterion, whether we have to regard this 
height as the result of the first cause or not, and only in the 
fonner case can this height be made use of as an integrating con· 
stituent in. the abo.ve fonnub,. 
· According to the assumptions made, the exit opening (Aus
tri:imungsoffnung) of the protuberances is situated in the incan
descent liquid. separating layer at a depth h = 8" below the 
visible border of the sun's disc. The height of a protuberance 
fr.om. the plane· of the a.:it·opening was expressed above by H. 

Let naw: 
•r= the time occupied by the, protuberance in. passing from 

thee ope;nin:g to, th.., height H, 
r

1 
the time· occupierl by· the· protuberance in passing from 

the height h, i.e., from the outer border of the photo
sphere, to the height H, 

v the velocity at the exit opening, 
v' the velocity at the height h. 

The;; assuming -the first cause, and disregarding the decrease 
in the intensity of gravity (g} we obtain the following equations_:-

. r.= /2H /2(H-h) V Ti= V g g 

v = JZJ;H Vi= Jzg(H-h) 

Then making 
H= 64,370,000 m. 
h = 5,722,600 m. 
g= 274·3 m. 

we have 
.,. = I I min. 25 sec. -r1 = ro min. 54 sec. 
v = 187,900 mm. = 25 ·32 geogr. mile.,. 

v 1 = 179,400 mm. = 34·17 ,, ,, 
If, therefore, we observe a velocity of ascent of the quoted 

magnitude, we are entitled to make use of the height obtained 
by ·the protubern\'lce in the above time in our equations. I have 
o'ten observe,<;! such a rapidity of evolution, and annex a sketch 
of a protuberaµce, the observed . velocity of ascent of which 
a 0 reed well with the value above found. 

,.·\7'iith respect to the cnormou:; l,nltial vt'locitics of n1o~ion, 
L0c-1-.yer has by his magnificP.n1 obser·,ratlon~ O! t11e ch~nge in 

refrangibility of the light arrived directly at results of exactly 
the same order. 

Lockyer,* during the short period of observations of this 
nature, found 40 and I 20 English miles per second as maxi
m nm values for the velocities of vertical and horizontal gas 
currents i11 the chromosphere. The above values expressed in 
English miles gave, 

v = 12-J'I English mi'les, v1 = r I 7 ·7 English miles, 
and agree, therefore, wrth Lockyer's values. 

But movements of such magnitude pre-suppose, necessarily 
according to the mechanical theory of heat, differences of tem'. 
perature of 40,690° C. for hydrogen. 

We shall, accordingly, be able to· ascertain the actual tem
perature if we can succeed in deterinining_ the temperature, t, 
of the outer hydrogen atmosphere at a certam spot. Why this 
temperature is taken as agreeing approximately with the tem
peralure in the vicinity of the exit opening has already been dis
cussed. 

(4.) 

An extreme value for tis obtained by discussion of Eq. v. 
This equation is :-

1· h 
b .Ph (a + f)qe b 111----u =a+t -

1
·· · (r + h) t 

The density ,r of the included mass of gas is in this ex
pressed as function of the three magnitudes Ph• h and t. I shall 
now show that (J' must not exceed a certain value, by which the 
value of tis also indirectly fixed within a certain limit, since 
the magnitude ph + h are defermined within certain limits by 
the observations already quoted. 

Stress has already been laid npon the fact that the expianation 
of the eruptive protul;erances necessarily requires the assumption 
of a separating layer which separates the space from which the 
eruptions break forth from that into which they discharge. Only 
by such a separating layer are the requisite differences of pres
sure made possible. 

With regard to the physical constitution of the separating layer 
the further assumption must necessarily be made, that it consist 
of a substance other than in a gaseous condition. It can there
fore only be liquid or solid. If, having regard to the high tem
perature, we exclude the solid condition, there then only remains . 
the assumption, that the separating layer consists of an incan
d,scmt liquid. 

With respect to the inner masses of hydrogen bounded by this 
layer, two assumptions seem on superficial considerations possible, 
viz. : 

I. The whole interior of the sun is filled with i11candescent 
hydrogen : the sun therefore resembles a vast hydrogen bubble 
surrounded by an incandescent liquid envelope. 

2. The hydrogen mo.sses which burst forth during the erup· 
tions are local accumulations in vesicular suaces, which fonn in 
the smface layers of an incandescent liquid mass, and which 
break through their envelope in con.;equence of the increasing 
tension of the included gas. · 

Under the first assumption a stable equilibrium could only 
exist when the sp. gr. of the liquid boundary layer is lower 
than that of the layer' of gas directly benealh. The density of 
a ball of gas, the particles of which obey the laws of New_ton 
and Mariotte, increases, however, from the exterior to tqe interwr, 
consequently the sp. gr. of the separating layer must necessarily 
be lower than the mean sp. gr. of the sun; if, on the other 
hand, the mean sp. gr. of the sun be taken as the extreme sp .. gr. 
of the liquid separating layer, this value would at the same time 
involve the assumption that all the deeper layers, therefore the 
layer of gas immediately below, possess the same sp. gr. 

The inte1 ior of the sun would then no more consist of a gas, 
but of an incompressible liquid. All these properties are evi
dently a necessary consequence of the assumption, that the ~P· 
gr. <r of the compressed mass of gas which breaks forth dunng 
eruptions attains its maximum value, viz., that of the sun's mean 
sp. gr. 

Then in this case the first assumption is changed int_o t_he 
second, viz., that the sun consists of an incompressible liquid, 
in which local accumulatio,1s of incandescent hydrogen masses 
form near the surface, which on the necessarv differences of 
pressure burst forth from the hollows containin·g them as erup· 
tive protuberances. . 

Hm\'ever small the ho!lo\YS nny be ass1.,med t.1 be in special 

""Prn~,c,,·<ling<: R.;,,: t\"o ;,_:;; ( ?V9) Co;-,ir. R«nd. 1:-;,c r::c3 
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cases, the sp. gr. of the enclosed gas masses must not be taken 
as higher than that of the enclosing liquid, since otherwise the 
compressed gas masses would, in virtue of the Archimedean 
principle, sink down into the interior of the sun. 

The sp. gr. of the sun is, accordin·g to the latest determinations, 
I ·46. . 

Substituting this value four and for a (in Formula v.), the 
above found vaiue 40,690, also fdr lz_ the value 8" in metres, we 
obtain for the extreme values ph 0·050 m. above given, the 
following values oft: 

t = 29,500° 
I = 26,000°; 

for Ph = o. 500 m. 
forph·= 0·05om. 

therefore in mean; t = 27, 700°. 
On differentiating Equation (5) by t, the differential quotient 

ti..!!. is ne0crative. From this follows that the values found above 
di 
for t are also minimum v ilues. 

From the mean value of t for the temperature of the sun's 
atmnsp.here the value of Pn is found = o ·1.80 m. These values 
will be those made use of in the following calculations. 

It may be noticed in connection with the high numbers ob
tained for the temperature values, that they are about eight 
times higher than the temperatures of combustion of a mixture 
of detonating gas as fonnd by Bunsen, and that iron must per
manently exist in a gaseous condition in the sun's atmcsphere. 

With the above value fort = 27, 700° we obtain from Formula 
(1.) for the inner temperature 

t; = 63, 400 
substituting these two values oft and t; in Formula (II.) we have 

!J_ = 22·1 
Pa 

i.e., the pressure in the interior of the space· from which the pro-
.tnberances break forth is 22. ·1 times gr~a ter than the pressure on 
the surface of the liquid separating layer. Further substituting 
tbe value fort in Funnuia (Iv.) and assuming as before the value 
of lz_ to be 8", we have 

__p__. - 766,000 Ph -
as the relation of the. pressure on the fluid surface' of the sun to 
the pressl!re at the height k, where the hydrogen spectrum, in 
consequence of the pressure, begins to become continuous. 

Substituting forph the above value of 0·180 m. mercury, we have 
P~ = 184,000 atmospheres, 

and consequently for Pi = 4,070,000 ,, 
If the depth be calculated at which in. the interior ~f the 

liquid mass of the sun which has asp. gr. of 1: 46, and simply 
as the result of the hydrostatic pressure; this maximum pressure 
o f p. would he attained it is found that this would occur at a 
depth of 139 geographic~! miles below the s;irface? i:e., at a depth 
of about r ·46 arc seconds. or rts- of the· sun ?.semidiameter; . 

Even if the liquid condition be . put quite out '?f question, 
and under assumption of a much larger atmosp~enc. envelope 
of hydrogen, the depth in it be calculated, at wluch the at_m~
spheric pressure becomes equal to the mner pr~ssure P;, 1t ~s 
foLrnd that even assuming a temperature of 68,400 , that depth ts 
only 27" below the visible edge of the sun's disc, or about~ of 
the sun's apparent semidiameter. . . 

This circumstance shows how rapidly the pressure 11;ust_ m
crease towards the interior of the sun's body, and thus Justifies 
the assumption that in the interior of the sun, even at such !ugh 
temperatures, the permanent ga'i_es, for .e:'ample, hydrogen, can 
only exist in an incandescent hqmd cond1t1on. 

of the two latter gases are, in proportion to the quantitv of hy
drogen in that layer in which the spectrum. of the latter com
mences to be continuous, infinitely small. This would as is 
evident, also he the case if _th_e w~ights of the two atmos~heres 
were assumed to ~e many _mrllwn times greater, although having 
regard to the specific gravity, a _14-times smaller weight of nitro
gen and a 16-turtes smaller weight of o'xygen would suffice, in 
onler that under the assu•ned conditions the density of these two 
gases should coincide at the base with that of hydrogen. 

Accm·ding to •)Ur for'.ner considerations, the sun's mean speci
fic gravity would also m this case have td be assumed as the 
maximum value of the density at the base of these atmospheres 
and it is easy to ca_lculate, with the help of Formula 3, and the 
kn?wn specific gravities of oxygen and nitrogen, how high the 
weights of these two atmospheres would hav·e to be assumed in 
order to attain this maximum value. 

As result is obl'ained, that the weight _of the oxygen atmosphere 
could only amount to ·56, that of the mtroge·n atmosphere to ·64 
of the weight of the existing hydrogen atmosphere. 

If therefore the simultaneous existence of these three gases on 
the ?un's surface he assumed, and _the influence of _atmospheric 
mot1011 be disregarded, the rays emltted by the contmuous spec
trum of the hydrogen layers would, on their path to our eyes, 
pass through so sm:ill a number of incandescent nitrogen and 
oxygen particles, that th~ absorption caused thereby is a vanish
ing one, and therefore, as is in fact the case, the presence of 
oxygen and nitrogen in the sun's spectrum could not be demon
strable by dark lines. 

Although the motion of the gases is active in lessening the 
differences just considered, the existence of the chromosphere 
proves clearly the _slight influence of this action in consequence 
of the great mtens1ty of gravity, and the considerable heiaht of 
the layer co.isi.lered ( ccmpcire Formula 4). " 

In order, however to explain through the circumstance indi
cated the absen.:e of lines in the sun's spectrum of two bodies of 
such universal distribution on the earth as nitroger, and oxygen, 
the very slight emissive power of the permanent gases .in pro
portion to that of volatilised bodies must also. be taken into con
sideration. If the emissive power of different gases ?.t the same 
temperature for rays of the same refrangibility be referred to 
equal very minute weights of these gases,* the befc;,re-quoted 

_ experiment of Wii!lner's, in which the small amount of sodium 
volatilised in the Geissler's tube emitted more light thai1 the ·hy0 

drogen gas under a pres,nre of r,ooomm., gives a beautiful proof 
of the extraordinary difference of emissive-and consequently 
accordino- to the theorem of Kirchhoff of absorptive-power of 
different gases at the same temperature. Only hy considaation 
of this circumstance is the contradiction. removed, which_ could 
he deduced against the above explanation. of the absence of 
nitrogen and oxygen lines from the fact tha.t in the sun's spectrum 
the lines of bodies are· present whose vapour densities, as a con
sequence of their simple relation to the atomic weights, must be 
much higher than the density of oxygen and nitrogen. .. 

From these considercrations, partly directly and partly indirectly 
throui7h a longer series of conclusions, a detailed exposition of 
which~I reserve for another occasion, the following nsult :-

I. From the absence of lines in the spectrum of a star shining 
in its own light, the absence of the corresponding element must 
not be inferred. 

2. The layer in which the rev~rsal of the spectrum ~ccurs is 
different for each element-the higher the vapour density, and 
the lower the emissive power of the element, the nearer it i!i 
situated to the centre ot the star. . 

(S) . 
A surprising result is obtained if, under the assumi:t on of a 

nitrogen or oxygen atmosphere of equ d weight anrl temp~rature to 
the hydrogen atmosphere above considered, the p,:essme be c_al
culatecl which is reached in those atmospheres at he'.ghts at which 
the hydrogen spectrum commences to become cont;nuo_us. . If at 
a derth of 8" below the visible e_dge of the sun _s d1s_c, i.e.,

1 
~t 

the .nwean. of the supposed separatmg layer, t'.'e p1essme of L1

1 
three atmospheres of hydrogen, oxygen, and mtrogen be assumea 
as equ1l, and that pa = 184,000 atmospheres, a value wh;~h 
from the above, corresponds to the assumed value of Ph· 1,,~ 
f,,llowing values are obtained for the pressures at tl:e te:11yera.turc 
a hove found t = 27, 700° on the snrface of the suns visible d1;c~ 
j1 the·three atmospheres:-

' Jtrdrogen Ph = 180 
1 
millimetres. 

3. For different stars, under otherwise similar con~itions! th1s 
layer lies the nearer to the centre the greater the· mtensity of 
gravity. , · 

4
. The distances of the reversmg layers of the separate ele-

ments, both from the centre of the star and from each other, 
incn ase with an increase of temperature. . . . 

5. The spectra of di!fere_nt ~tars are nnder oth~n\'ise sunilar 
conditions the more nch m Imes, the lower then temperature 
a11d the greater th~ir mass. . . . . 

6. The great difference of mtens1ty of the dark Imes m the 
su i's spectrum and other fixed stars does not depend only on ~he 
difforences of absorptive power, but also on the depths at which 
the reversal of the respective spectra takes place. . . 

l,i c,)nclusion, I would offer a few remarks on the application 
of the obser,ations carried out on rarefied gases to the heavenly 
bo<lie,. L~coq de Boisbrndrau * has recently pointe<l out, with ,N itrogen 'Ph= 32Jnrl'E ,. 

Oxyge<1 P-, = I 2 4 1-.fn " .. 
It folL1ws ~r ,n; t:1e,:;e fi:;.t, the a~su :-1p!iot1s mJde, tht qua ·:ttt1es 
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reie'.ence to \Viillner's investigation on the vari:ibility of spectra 
at d.ifferent pressures and temperatures, that the results obtained 
must only be applied with the greatest care to the conditions ·Of 

pressure of the sun's atmosphere, as the cbnges in the spectra 
are due far more to temperature than to pressure. But even 

under the assumption that this conjecture should became verified 
by special experiments, this circumstance would influence· the 

results brought forward in this communication but in a slight 

degree. For the nature of the function (Formula 5) which 
sen·ed us in determining the temperature of the atmosphere is 

such that the pressure Ph under which the hydrogen spectrum 

becomes continuous may be varied within very wide limits with
out thereby causing any considerable alterations of the requisite 

temperature. Thus it was shown above that, by introducing the 
extremes of the pressure assumed which were in the proportion 
of I : .IO, the temperature values resulting were only in the pro

portion of r·: r ·5. 
Nevertheless, the separation of the influences which pressure 

and temperature exercise on the nature of the spectrum of 
luminous gases must be regaded as a prnblem the solution of 

which is of the highest importance for astrophysics. 

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION 

SECTIONAL PROCEEDINGS 

SRCTTON A.-MATHEMAT!CAL ,\.ND PHYSICAL SCIENCE 

Rainfall : its Va,-iation with Elevations o/ the Gat,r,e. -
Mr. Charles Chambers, F. RS. The, fact is well known to 
meteorologists that the quantities of rain received in gauges 

placed at different heights above the ground diminish as 
the elevation of the gauge increases. Several attempts 

have been mad.e to explain this phenomenon, but none of 
them are so satisfactory as to discourage the search for other 

causes that may contribute substantially or mainly to its 

production. Hence the submission for the consideration of 
the British Association of this further attempt. One of the 

principal causes of rain is undoubtedly the transfer, effected by 
winds, of ak charged with moisture in a warm damp district to a 

colder region, where the vapour it contains is partiitlly condensed. 
The temperature of the lower as well as of the higher horizontal 

strata of the atmosphere being reduced by this transfer, it may fairly 

be inferrecl that condensation of vapour may also occur in the 
lower as well as in the higher horizontal strata. The rain caught 
by a gauge at any given elevation will therefore be the sum of the 

condensations in all the strata above it, and thus the lower a 
gauge be placed the greater will be the quantity of rain received 
by it. Again, it is known by observation, that there is at all 

times a greater or less difference of electrical tension between the 

atmosphere and the surface of the ground, If then-in accorcl
ance with the views of Prof. Andrews as to the continuity of the 

liquid and gase~us states of matter, from which it follows that 
the change of other physical properties must also be continuous-

we regard the particles of vaponr suspended in the e!Fctric bodies 

in relation to the dielectric principal constituents of the atmo
sphere, they will be polarised by induction from the ground. 

This polarisation will give rise to an attraction between every 

particle and the neighbouring particles ab<,ve and below it; and 
being stronger in the particles near the ground than in those more 

remote, the tendency of the particles to coalesce-which will in

crease, by their mutual induction, as two neighbours approach 

each other-will be greatest near the ground. Thus it may be 
each particle gathering to itself its neighbours in succession tili 
their united density exceeds that of the atmosphere generally 
some rain drops are formed, and that in greatest abundance nea; 

the ground. If this be the true cause of any substantial part or · 

the phenomen": in _question, then,_ as the _variation in intensity of 
electrical polansat1on of the particles will vary with the height 

most rapidly near the ground, so the variation in the rainfall near 
the ground should be more rapid than at a greater elevation, and 
such is indeed the fact. Also, if the idea be correct, it will pro

bably serve to explain other phenomena which it was not specially 
conceived to meet; and so it does. For, first, it requires that 
the rainfall over eYen ground, where the electrical tension is rela

tively weak, should be less than over similarly situated forest 

* A pe rfect. tt·::mspa.rency of the g:ts mass to a.II rays e rnitted by ltsclf 1s 

here as~urned, a s11pposiLion which is the nearor the truth the sm3l!er the 
weig: i":ti- c:;o :1~pa red. 

land, where at _th<; tops of the trees, ends of branch , -
of I.eaves, the tension is high, and this is in accordan:~', ~nd edges 
vat10n. And, se.conclly, the tension being relative! hiv/h obser
tops of the elevations of a monntainous disti··,c· the Y . f,

1
1
1 

at tbe 
b t h l · · ,, ram,a sho 11 

e grea er t ere t 1an 111 the neighbouring plains . till . ILC 

borne out by observat10n. Further al the ' - s, again, is 

passing thunderstorm, a suc1den he;vy show~~1~t::{ement of a 

fall for a few moments and then suddenly cease will ofte_i1 

anse from the approach, by the agency of opposit~ wi ~y not this 
of detached masses of differently chare>ed clc d ~'. cunents, 

Just described of formation of rain drops going r~ id
1
{ process 

mass as the two come near each other and st . p { in each 

~ash of lightning _between them, th~ two ;;eie~,. by a 
~nto the same electrical condition? An experimental t !Ought 
Jde:i 'A'o;1ld be to repeat Dalton's measures of the /r~t of_ this 
vapour Ill the vacuum space of a mercurial ba. ssm e of 
filling that space with air and a little water '

1
Jmeter tube

values found when the mercury was char"ed ,_;itr I compare the 
when not so charged. If in the former ~ase a le. e ectncity and 
f d · 1 

· ss p1ess11re wa 
oun , we m:g 1t conclude that the particles f . s 

really s'.1s~eptible of electric induction, and the am~un~~fr°~:ff:~e 
ence ex1st1~g would enable us to estimate whether the attracti ,, 
of the particles upon each other were strono- en,,,, 1 t ans 
th f. · f · I "' g 1 o canse 

e ormation o ram-crops hypothetically attributed t h 
above. 

0 t em 

SECTION C.-GEoLOGY 

. On (he Mountain Limestone of Flintshi,·e and part ef De;,. 
b1g-hsh11e.-Mr. G. H. Morton. Mmute details of the 1 · 1 

f h · I 1- p1ys1ca 
structure o t e region, a1'., ists of the fossil s, showed that ihese 
beds have been errnneous,y referred to the Millstone G ·t cl 
that they were really Mountain Limestone the sliale, aiirdi' and 

b 
. . l d , . a ' san . 

stones emg mterca ate_ among the typical rocks. The white 
lune.stone was an ancient coral reef, with the organisms ex

qutsitely preserved. Mr. H.ughes prolested against co-relatin 

with the Yorkshire beds, while Mr. Bailey supported the opinion~ 
of the author. 

Otz the formatio1t ef Swallow-holes, or Pits with vertical Sides, in 
MountamL117:estone.-Mr. L._ C. Mia]!. T_he author distinguished 
between. cav1t1es formed by direct excavat10n and those produced 
by subsidence of part of the roof of a cavern. The curious 

pits near the Buttertubs Pass at the head of Swaledale were re

garded as typic:ai of the first. kind, arid_ their appea;ance and 

n:octe of forrn:1t1on were desci:1bed, especially the vertical fluted 
sides and the isolated fluted pillars, . which were a~cribed to the 

action of dropping water, aided by pebbles. A basin is first 

forn1ed upon a ledg_e of. rock, and '.'s the exc:1vation proceeds it 
produces a sem1-cyhndncal scar, with sharp ndges upon the face 

of the limestone waH, as if cut by a gauge. The presence of 

a thick surface-covering ?f alluvium or drift was necessary to 

absorb and r,etau~ the ramfall, and to distribute it slowly and 
regul.arly._ 1 he limestone of a bare plateau furnishes fissures in 

great vanety, but. t~ey are not true swallow-holes. Regular 
and well-marked J0mts _were also necessary to the production 

of fosures, as they penmtted the ready escape of the· waters of 

eros~on. The text1~r1; of mount:1in limestone, and its power of 
rece1vmg and retauung sharp impressions, gave the pecuiiar 
features to the ,swallow-holes excavated in it. Some swallow

holes weie due to the subsidence of an undermined crust. These 

freqnen_tly lie in a _lin_e, sometimes in a ring round a hill-side. 

A particular descnJ)t10n of some near Ripon was given, and the 
testnnony of eye-witnesses as to their sudden appearance was 

quoted. Swallow-holes are often disguised by surface accumu
lations. Many comcal hollows in drift are probahly due to con
cealed cavities of subsidence. 

On the Stratig-raphical Distribution oJ t/ze British Fos.ril 
Gasteropoda.-Mr. J. L. Lobley. This was the third of a series of 

r~ports by the author 01~ British fossil moliusca. By the help of 
d1agiai~s were shown ,he d1stnbut10n of the species, and the 
range, mcre?:ent, decrement, and maximum development of the 
gener':', fam1hes, and orders of the Gasterofoda. The cainozotc 
deposits contam the greatest number of genera and sub-genera, 

th?ugh they are numerous also in both the mesozoic and palreo

zo1c roc~s.. A large number of genera and sub-genera are 
charactenst1c of smgle formations, and these are especially 
iu~mcrous 111 the carboniferous lin"!estone, the Jower Jias, the 

nuddle Eocene, and the older and newer Piiocene. l) etails uf 

the range a nd o the d istri bution c;f srccies c,f each of ti.e 
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